
Who said wet shaving was just for faces?  Definitely not us.  
Big companies try to convince us that shaving legs requires different 
products than shaving faces.  The truth is, shaving your legs, face, or 
any other part of your body uses the same principles and techniques.   

If you are someone who shaves your legs or other non-facial 
areas, here are a few things to keep in mind:

Most drugstore shaving creams are made with chemical fragrances 
and preservatives that can be extremely harmful to your body.   
Try to stay away from these products and use something all-natural 
instead.  We make our soap with only natural ingredients & 
essential oils.  It’s super easy to lather with or without a shaving brush. 

Our safety razors use 1 sharp blade rather than several not-very-sharp 
blades.  That means you use much less pressure than with a cartidge 
razor.  Less pressure = less friction burn = less irritation. There are no 
“men’s” or “women’s” razors here – they all work great for faces, 
legs, and everywhere else!

Exfoliation is key!  Dead skin build up on legs makes it’s tough to 
shave right down to the base of the hair, meaning stubble shows 
up quicker.  If you exfoliate with a stiff shaving brush or scrub before 
you shave, you get rid of the dead layer of skin and get a closer 
shave.  Exfoliating also helps prevent ingrown hairs and red bumps.  
We make our exfoliating body scrub with only natural ingredients!

Moisturizing after shaving helps your shave last longer and skin stay 
smooth & healthy.  Like with the shave soap, all-natural products 
are ideal.  Your body absorbs the things you put on it, so read 
ingredient labels before slathering anything on. We make a
nourishing post-shave body butter right here!
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The Copper hat
 QUALITY WET SHAVING SUPPLIES

www.thecopperhat.ca
   778-433-4626

Love yourLegs
better for your skin, your wallet & the environment


